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Challenging societal beliefs, this volume rethinks African and world history from an Afrocentric

perspective.
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This last work of the well-known Senegalese scholar (1923-86) is a summation and expansion of his

two previous volumes-- Precolonial Black Africa (1987) and The African Origin of Civilization

(1974)--and offers a refined statement of his life's work, to prove the primacy of African culture by

proving that ancient Egypt was a black society, first in many cultural achievements later claimed by

the following Indo-Aryan cultures. To this end, Diop discusses the paleontology, sociology,

anthropology, and intellectual history of the ancient Egyptians set against contemporaneous

cultures and also the modern Wolofs. This is a fascinating and frustrating volume. The organization

is patchy; one central section seems to have gone off-course into an apology for Marxist political

theory; the translation stumbles badly, especially in the early chapters; and one feels that history is

being stretched (a la Velikovsky) on the author's Procrustean bed of African genesis. But Diop's

erudition is patent, his place in African letters is secure, and his major works should certainly be

available. For academic and large public collections.-Jo-Ann D. Suleiman, SANAD Support

Technologies, Rockville, Md.Copyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Text: English (translation) Original Language: French --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.



This is a must have book for african american male\female or children.The great continent mother

african has produced some of the best scholars in the past. Or even in the world this book has

inspired me into so many ways it has changed my perspective on how perceive information on a

educational/scholarly level. I had no idea that the anicent KMT people produce mathematics on a

algebra level, and in modern society today we are still utilizing that same education systems that our

people of KMT used. American is country that is build upon on Ancient Egyptians knowledge and as

I continue to read more books by scholars, I never to misled by gibberish or retoric again.

Cheikh Anta Diop always has innovative topics and information that will make you want to read and

then re-read again. He provides detailed info on various research topics with a massive amount of

references to go by. I thoroughly enjoyed and shared this book with others.

If you really want to know the true beginnings of civilization on planet earth read this book. Diop was

a true genius who died too soon, but the knowledge and insight he gave to us through his

teachings, writings, and scientific research (radio carbon dating that discovered the ancient kings

and queens of Egypt skin contained melanin) has proven where humanity began and just what race

is responsible for the beginning of human history and many of the creations that we still are enjoying

today. This book is provocative, insightful, and truthful, check the facts yourself, you may be

surprised (if you didn't have previous knowledge of self) but not disappointed!

Must have for all black peoples. Keep this as your bible, Diop never fails us.

The first 200 pages or so are difficult reading, yet even they are sprinkled with fascinating highlights.

The book's highly technical beginning, however, provides the groundwork for the mindblowing

erudition that follows. If you are intellectually flaccid or enjoy shackles on your awareness, do not

read this book.

This book is one of the great items to have in any ones library the needs to educate them selves on

thethe African history and to educate their children, I will recommend this book to anyone interested

in thehistory of the great African Land.

One of the best books written, no doubt about it but is difficult reading. It's no novel.
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